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As we are almost at the end of our Lenten journey towards Easter, I would
like to share the reflection on the theme of forgiveness. We are familiar
with the saying “an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.” Revenge is
often the theme of our movies and TV programs so much so that it influences our thinking. Annihilate the enemy. That is the call of the day at large.
Forgiveness is seen as cowardice. It is considered an expression of weakness. An act of forgiveness by and large is ridiculed. It is seen as an ineffective way of tackling an enemy.
Forgiveness is one of the strongest expressions of love. True forgiveness is possible only through
selfless love. Like the love shown by the Lord upon the Cross. For, in forgiveness, one dies to oneself.
One humiliates oneself. There is death to one’s pride, hurt-feeling, good name, and image. Further,
when there is love the question of “how many times should I forgive” is out of place. St. Paul says,
“Love keeps no score of wrong”. It means love forgives countless times. And love should be the identity card of every Christian. John 13:35 says, “by this, all will know that you are my disciples if you
have love for one another”. Forgiveness is the trademark of the Christian life. This is the uniqueness
of Christianity. Hence, Christians are sometimes taken for weaklings when they do not react violently
to the wrong that is meted out to them. It is not right to take to violence against the persecution and
violence that we face. We must forgive. But standing for the truth.
Forgiveness is possible only in prayer because to forgive is divine. It demands the subjugation of selfcenteredness. Man is basically selfish. Hence, death to selfishness requires strength. The greater the
harm done, the greater is the strength demanded. Just think how much strength, of will and heart,
must have been demanded of St. John Paul II to get his courage to forgive the man who attempted
to assassinate him? We draw our strength from the crucified Saviour who forgave his executioners saying, “Father forgive them, for they do not know what they are doing.” He is the best example of a forgiving human being. In prayer, we derive strength from our Lord to forgive. Only a man of
prayer can really forgive. In the presence of God, we feel that we need to forgive.
Forgiveness breaks the chain of causality because one who forgives you out of love takes upon himself the consequence of what you have done. Forgiveness always entails sacrifice. The price you must
pay for your own liberation through another’s sacrifice is that you in turn must be willing to liberate in
the same way irrespective of the consequences for yourself. May the risen Lord accompany and help
us in our Lenten journey towards Easter.
Fr. Sunil Thomas SDS
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Generalate and General Secretariats
AGENDA OF ACTIVITIES
When

What

Where

Who

1-3
April

Pascal Triduum
offices are closed

All Communities

All the faithful

4 April

Easter
offices are closed

All Communities

All the faithful

5 April

Easter Monday
offices are closed

Motherhouse
- Rome

General Secretariats

15 April

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse
- Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries

22 April

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse
- Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries

29 April

Generalate meeting

Motherhouse
- Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries

1 May

Saint Joseph the Worker
- blessing of the main chapel

Motherhouse
- Rome

Motherhouse
community

6 May

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse
- Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries

13 May

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse
- Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries

15 May

Beatification of our Founder
Fr. Francis Jordan

Archbasilica
Saint John
in Lateran

Salvatorian Family
and friends

16 May

Thanksgiving Mass

Basilica
Saint Peters

Salvatorian Family
and friends

20 May

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse
- Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries

27 May

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse
- Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries
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Meetings
GENERAL SYNOD: CONSULTATION ON FINANCIAL MATTERS
As known by the members, it was impossible to hold a regular session of the General Synod in 2020, because of the global pandemic of COVID-19. Therefore, the Generalate presented to the 17 members of the
General Synod the project of the biennial financial plan of operation for the years 2021-2022 for consultation, as
required by the General Directory art. 7.25b. This plan had been prepared by the General Treasurer, Fr. Scott
Wallenfelsz. It was reviewed by the Generalate and received a favourable opinion from the International Finance
Commission. Out of 17 members, 16 voted and all the votes were in favour.
Besides, the Generalate proposed to the members of the Synod that the contributions by the units to the
Generalate for the years 2021 and 2022 shall continue to be 3.0% of gross income. This proposal too was
unanimously approved by those who expressed their opinion.
The Generalate wishes to thank the members of the General Synod for their smooth cooperation, expressing
their opinion as requested by our Rules.

MISSION PROCURA DIRECTORS MEETING
Among other things that influence our
daily life, the global pandemic continues
to cause travel restrictions. That is why
the annual meeting of the mission procura
directors was shortened to one day only
and was organized through zoom. Br. Joby
Philip, the general mission secretary, had
asked each mission unit to prepare an
overview of their activities and main happenings during the year 2020. In this way,
he was able to present to the mission
procura directors an impressive “Mission
Report 2021”, which can be consulted on
our international website under the heading
www.sds.org – events – news blog.
Participants of the meeting were members of the generalate, the general mission secretary, SOFIA, mission
procura directors, staff from Hamont (Belgium), Munich (Germany), Vienna (Austria), Cracow (Poland).
The General secretariat’s staff provided technical assistance.
After the welcoming words of Fr. Milton, our Superior General, and the opening prayer, the morning was spent
on going through the Mission Report. The mission procura directors summarised the main happenings in their
work in the past year. Although everywhere the activities had to be conducted under restricted conditions and
diminished overall, the result of our fundraising efforts is good. The financial reports of the procura’s showed
that in some places, we have been able even to achieve a marked growth. Such is especially the case for
SOFIA and the German mission procura.
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Evolution of ordinary budget requested versus ordinary budget financed
Year

Ordinary Budgets requested (€)

Ordinary Budgets Financed (€)

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

1,122,500
1,438,800
1,275,500
1,425,500
1,425,300
1,538,105
1,638,551
1,765,018
1,746,885
1,545,959
1,780,247
1,644,951

1,042,000
1,166,000
1,228,000
1,178,500
1,276,184
1,216,978
1,238,307
1,160,342
1,204,431
1,232,680
1,361,651
1,396,212

In the afternoon, our missionaries Fr. Justine Tesha from Eldoret (Kenya Mission) and Fr. Joseph Cong (Vietnam
Mission) connected to the meeting and offered some feedback on the reality of our new and young missions.
Finally, the participants went through the requested budgets and allocated the amounts available. Although
in general, the total income of the mission procura’s remained stable, only 72% of the requested budgets can
be financed through the channels of the international Society. The main reason for this situation is due to some
of the effects of the global covid-19 crisis. Since there are no tourists in Rome, the shops and the hotel that rent
spaces in our Motherhouse were and are closed for a prolonged period. Therefore, the rental income of the
Motherhouse has gone down considerably. Part of this rental income in the past years constituted no less than
25% of our overall mission budgets.
We can only stress once more to all our mission units, how important it is to make sure they raise income
locally. It is highly commendable that in several missions there are already serious efforts to have projects that
generate income at the local level. Nevertheless, to guarantee future service as Salvatorians, these will not be
enough but creativity, thrift, sense of belonging and togetherness will be needed more than ever. It is equally
important that there should be a good communication to our mission procura’s and sound, professional bookkeeping. All of this has been requested and suggested in years… but: Gutta cavat a lapidem non vi, sed saepe
cadendo – a water drop hollows out a stone, not by force the past, but by falling often!
Some additional information that completes the picture of how the financing of ordinary budgets happens can be
found in the tables below:

Units and missions directly supported by the international Society
for their ordinary budgets
China

Congo

Guatemala

India and Sri Lanka

Kenya

Madagascar

Mexico

Peru

Philippines

Tanzania

Venezuela

Vietnam
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Units and mission procura’s that financially support the Society´s missions
for their ordinary budgets
Austria

Belgium

Brazil

Germany

United Kingdom

Poland

Spain

Switzerland

Funds under the Generalate and others that financially support the Society´s mission
for their ordinary budgets
Mass intentions

Francis Jordan
Projects Fund
Endowment Fund GD 7.87
GD 7.88

SDS Mission
Fundraising action
in Ireland

Solidarity Fund
GD 7.86

EUROPEAN UNIT SUPERIORS MEETING

At the request of the European Superiors, a zoom meeting was scheduled on the 1st of March 2021.
Participants of the meeting were Fr. Richard May (GB) who had convoked the meeting, Fr. Michel Coppin (BE),
Fr. Hubert Veeser (DE), Fr. Hugo Jaramillo (SP), Fr. Józef Figiel (PL), Fr. David Wieslaw Stempak (CH),
Fr. Charles Mushitu (TdC), Fr. Piet Cuijpers (TdC), Fr. Heribert Kerschgens (DE), Fr. Milton Zonta (GEN),
Fr. Joseph Rodrigues (GEN), Fr. Adam Teneta (GEN) and Fr. Agustín Van Baelen (GEN). Whenever needed,
Frs. Adam Ziolkowski and Agustín helped with the translations from and into Polish and Italian.
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The members shared in the usual information round about what is going on in the different units and the
Generalate. Then, the generalate informed about the new situation of the celebrations in the framework of the
Beatification, as all the members obtained last month a letter of the Superior General. The programme was
reduced to the very minimum, i.e. the ceremony of the Beatification itself and the Thanksgiving Mass, both in
Rome. The celebrations in Freiburg, Gurtweil and Tafers will be postponed for one year and will be planned
at the end of the “Year of Blessed Francis Jordan”. It is great to see, how the units at local level, in spite of
COVID-19 pandemic restrictions are doing their utter best to take initiatives to deepen the knowledge of the
Founder´s charism, taking advantage, of this great momentum.
Another issue, directly related with the Founder, was the birth house of Fr. Francis Jordan at Gurtweil.
The German Province provided the money to buy it and several units of the Society generously have given a
significant contribution for its remodelling. Once the plans are definitive, they will be presented to the Generalate.
Seeing the urgency of the matter, a first draft of a master plan for the future Salvatorian presence in Western
Europe was explained and discussed. In this framework the functioning of the International Formation House
“Mater Salvatoris” and challenges that our scholastics have, and will have to face were shared. The Generalate will share the document with the leadership of the units to get their feedback and to integrate it. The final
document will be presented and discussed by the General Synod in 2022.
Finally, a date for the next zoom meeting was fixed on 15 November 2021.

MEETING OF THE LITURGICAL PREPARATORY COMMISSION - BEATIFICATION
On Saturday 13 March, the Liturgical Commission met by zoom to prepare the liturgies of the Eucharist with
the ceremony of the Beatification of Fr. Francis Jordan and the Eucharist in Thanksgiving for the Beatification
of our Founder. The members of this commission ad hoc are Sr. Silva Jaku, Sr. Natanaela Szczurko, Fr. Sayon
Deogratias Rukurugu and Fr. Agustín Van Baelen. The texts, prayers, songs, rites for both celebrations were
proposed, and studied, and will now be put into a booklet and presented to the Congregation for the Causes of
Saints for approval.

From Father Francis Jordan
“Always move
forward in the name of the Lord
toward the goal to be reached.
Work, suffer, endure, pray, sigh,
trust in God,
do all - all - all for Him!”
SD II/59
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Congratulations
PERPETUAL PROFESSION
COLOMBIA
The General Secretariat was informed that on
8 December 2020 the scholastics Juan Esteban Ruiz Castaño and Wilson Iván Velásquez
Ovalles professed their definitive commitment
in the Society. The celebration took place in the
chapel of the Salvatorian College “Divino Salvador” in La Estrella, Medellín. Apart from the
Provincial Superior, Fr. Alfredo Tinoco, who accepted their vows, several other confreres, some
relatives, friends, Salvatorian Sisters, Lay witnessed this meaningful event in the Colombian
Province. May both confreres grow in their vocation
as Salvatorians as well as in their will to serve the
people wherever they will be sent.

DIACONATE ORDINATION
USA

In the US-Province, Br. Silas Henderson was ordained a permanent deacon on 20 February 2021 by imposition of hands and ordination prayer by Most Rev. Edward Joseph Weisenburger, Bishop of Tucson at the Saint
Augustine Cathedral at Tucson, Arizona. On behalf of the Generalate, we wish our confrere Silas the spirit of
service and humility, shown by the Saviour Himself by washing the feet of the Apostles during the Last Supper.
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Our departed Confreres
We pray for our deceased confreres:
Fr. Roman Góral was born on 29 March 1949 in Prusice in the neighbourhood of Trzebnica. After having attended primary school in his birth
village, he continued his education at the Basic Vocational School in
Wroclaw, where he obtained the qualification of a miller. He completed
his secondary education in 1969 after which he started to work as a
vocational teacher – instructor. After having felt that God was calling
him to work in his vineyard as a priest, he entered the Salvatorian novitiate in Bagno, which he finished professing his first vows through the
Polish Province on 8 September 1974. Immediately after that, he studied at the Salvatorian Major Seminary in Bagno Philosophy and Theology. At the culmination of his initial formation, he was ordained a
priest in Dobroszyce on 16 April 1980. Fr. Roman was active mainly as a priest in the pastoral field of
parishes, but he worked also as a chaplain in the prison and hospitals. He had different services within
the local communities where he lived; among them, he was superior and treasurer. He died in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic in Chrzanów on 3 February 2021. He was 71 years old and had been
professed for 46 years.
Fr. Moritz Sturny was born on 24 November 1934 at Galtern, near to for
Salvatorians well-known Tafers. Exactly in the village where our Founder
died, Moritz did elementary school. With the wish to become a Salvatorian and priest, he went for the first part of his secondary school studies
to Gottschalkenberg. The second part he finished in 1955 in Fribourg.
In that same year, he joined the international novitiate at Klosterberg in
Passau, where he professed his first vows as a Salvatorian on 8 December 1956. After he studied Philosophy and Theology at the Katholische
Hochschule in Passau, he was ordained a priest at the marvellous baroque cathedral of the same city on
the Solemnity of the Salvatorian Patrons, St. Peter and St. Paul, on 29 June 1961. A few days later, he
celebrated his first Mass in his home parish Tafers. Apostolically, Fr. Moritz developed his first activities
in the field of education in Drognens and Montet, as educator and director. From 1978 on, after having
obtained a two-year training at the Catechetical Institute in München, he fully dived into the pastoral
activity in different parishes in Germany, where he remained until 1997. Turning back to Switzerland, he
continued working in the parish. From the moment that his forces started to diminish, he had to reduce
his pastoral engagement. In 2017, he went to the nursing home of the Good Shepherd Sisters in Übewil/
Düdingen, near the community house at Fribourg. However, due to increasing needs and his weakening
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health, he was transferred to the nursing home of Maggenberg/Tafers, the place where during World
War I the Salvatorian Generalate was located. Over there, Fr. Moritz died on 9 February 2021. He was
86 years old and had been for 64 years a professed member of the Society of the Divine Saviour.
Fr. Africanus Lokilo was born in at Mokala village in the Rombo district in Tanzania, near to Kilimanjaro, the highest mountain of Africa on
9 June 1959. After his primary and secondary studies, he joined the Salvatorians, entering novitiate at Namiungo after which he professed his
first vows in the same place on the very first day of 1985. Due to the
fact that in that time there wasn´t a theological faculty in Tanzania, nor
an institute where religious could prepare themselves academically to
become a priest, he was sent to the Diocesan Major Seminary of Kiboso
for Philosophy and to the St. Charles Lwanga, Segerea Major Seminary in the Archdiocese of Dar es
Salaam, where he studied Theology. He was ordained a priest on 7 June 1994 at St. Maurus ParishKurasini in Dar es Salaam. As one of the first African Salvatorians and priests, Fr. Africanus was quite
known at international level in our Society. First, because he participated in general chapters and synods as the Superior of the Tanzania Mission Pro-Province. Furthermore, in preparation to become the
novice master, he obtained a special formation in Rome, while living at the Motherhouse, where many
visiting confreres use to pass. Pastorally he worked in different parishes, in Dar es Salaam as well as
in the Southern and rather poor part of the country, in the diocese of Tunduru – Masasi, where the
Salvatorians and the Benedictines are the only male religious communities. Being at the community
of Masasi, he suddenly felt unwell and was taken to the hospital. But any help came already too late.
Fr. Africanus died completely unexpected on 1 March 2021 in Masasi. He was 61 years old and had
been a salvatorian for 36 years.
Fr. Piotr Niewiadomsk was born in Pleszew on 15 June 1950. He attended primary school at Gorzów Wielkopolski and after having finished the
first general secondary school he decided to get prepared as a teacher.
He worked 4 years as a teacher. Then he decided to join the Salvatorian
novitiate in Bagno, which he concluded professing his first religious vows
on 8 September 1975. From 1975 until 1981 he studied Philosophy and
Theology at the Salvatorian Major Seminary in Bagno. On 8 June 1981
he was ordained a priest in Trzebnica. The biggest part of his apostolic
life, Fr. Piotr worked in parishes as a vicar and parish priest: from 1981 until 1999 in Poland, and from
then on in Czech. In addition to that he served as a hospital chaplain. On the request of the religious
communities he lived in, he assumed also different services as local superior, and as vicar provincial
superior of the then Czech Province too. He completed his earthly pilgrimage in the hospital in Nysa on
9 March 2021, in the middle of the Corona pandemic. Fr. Piotr was 70 years old and had been professed
for 45 years.
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Fr. Józef (Izydor) Zmełty was born on 1 August 1936 at Bronów near
Bielsko-Biała. Due to the turbulence caused by the Second World War,
his family was displaced, and he had to his elementary school in different
places. After completing primary school, he enrolled in the State Technical School of Horticulture in Bielsko-Biała. He did his novitiate in Bagno,
where he also professed his first vows on 8 September 1959. Due to the
fact he had to finish still his secondary education, after his profession,
he was sent to Krakow. From 1961 until 1968 he studied Philosophy and
Theology at the Salvatorian Major Seminary of Bagno. He was ordained
a priest in the cathedral of Wrocław on 22 June 1968. Fr. Józef was pastorally very active in the parish,
in different places of his home country, Poland. He served as a catechist, a vicar, a parish priest. But for
a certain time, he was asked to take over the task of a chaplain of the Tuberculosis Hospital in Kraków.
An interesting detail to be mentioned is for sure that Fr. Józef at a certain stage served as an informal
guardian and confessors of seminarians who had to accomplish their military service while Poland was
under the Communist regime. The last years of his life were characterized by health difficulties and
increasingly he suffered under the limitations that became bigger and bigger. At a certain point, his
condition deteriorated so much that it became necessary to transfer Fr. Józef to a hospice in Bielsko,
run by the Salvatorians, to provide him with comfortable conditions and professional medical care.
Fr. Józef died on 18 March 2021 in Bielsko-Biała at the age of 85. He had been for 62 years Salvatorian.

Prayer Intentions
- For a smooth running of the celebrations related to the Beatification;
- For our 6 novices in Bagno (PL) (4 Poland + 2 Belarus) and their novice master Fr. Paweł Radziejewski;
- For our 8 novices in Bangalore (IN) and their novice master Fr. Peter Kordor Nengnong;
- For our 3 novices in Amadeo (PH) (1 Philippines + 1 Sri Lanka + 1 Vietnam)
and their novice master Fr. Hubert Kranz;
- For our 9 novices in Manizales (CO) (3 Brazil + 3 Colombia + 3 Venezuela)
and their novice master Fr. Nelson Barbieri;
- For our 12 novices in Nakapanya (TZ) (10 Tanzania + 2 Kenya)
and their novice master Fr. Valensi Mashuhuri;
- For our 10 novices in Lubumbashi (RDC) (9 Congo + 1 Mozambique)
and their novice master Fr. Guy Nduu Mbaz;
- For the people of Myanmar;
- For the victims of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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SDS varia
PROMULGATION OF THE RATIO INSTITUTIONIS SALVATORIANAE

Having passed a long process of discernment, study, writing and rewriting, it was with joy that our General
Superior, Fr. Milton Zonta, signed and promulgated, after having obtained the unanimous consent of the General
Council, the new version of the “Ratio Formationis Salvatorianae - called to be Apostles of the Divine
Saviour”. The promulgation took place during the celebration of the First Vespers of the Solemnity of Saint
Joseph at the Motherhouse of the Society in Rome. A hard copy will be sent to all the Unit superiors and formators after having finished the respective translations. The English version of the Ratio is already available on
sds.org - publications.
In his reflection on this occasion, Fr. Milton explained
that the name of this important document regarding our Salvatorian Formation clearly indicates the
formative itinerary proposed much more in a charismatic than in a legal way. It is therefore a matter of
showing what the foundation is, the guiding principle
of the life and formation of each Salvatorian religious.
In this way, this document has a profoundly Salvatorian character, indicating the methodology and content
that constitute the identity of the charism of Fr. Francis
Jordan, as our model of following Jesus Christ, in the
style of the Apostles.
The publication of this formation document on the
Solemnity of Saint Joseph assumes a very special
meaning for the Society. On the one hand, we are precisely in the “Year dedicated to Saint Joseph”, patron
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of the Universal Church and our Society. At the same
time, this publication occurs in the short period before the
celebration of the beatification of our venerable Founder,
Fr. Francis Jordan, next May 15.
Finishing his speech, Fr. Milton expressed his profound
gratitude to everybody who has helped with the compilation
of the Ratio, especially the General Formation Secretary,
Fr. Krzysztof Gasperowicz, all the formators involved from
all over the world, as well as all those who have worked
in the elaboration of this new formulation, with their suggestions, experiences and helping with translation. This
reference-document is therefore, according to our Superior
General, a companion on the journey that may help all Salvatorians to allow them to be “moulded”, “transformed” and
“transfigured” throughout their lives. In short: this document
is a service to the entire Society.
May this instrument of formation help the members of the Society to continue their formation and to live a single
Salvatorian apostolic vocation, in communion with the mission of the Church in the world. May Saint Joseph,
patron of our Society, and our Founder help us to carry out a comprehensive formation that encompasses all
dimensions of our life!

NEW SDS DATABASE
Since many years, it was becoming clearer and clearer
that the database of our Society was completely outdated,
and a new system had to be implemented. This was the
reason why the Generalate has taken the decision to develop a system that would respond to the needs and interests of our Society. While transferring the old data it was
discovered that a lot of adaptions had to be introduced.
It has taken quite a lot of time, but the new system has
been set up in a way that local administrators will be enabled to immediately make the changes that occur in their
respective unit when a member makes first or final vows,
when he is ordained, or when a confrere leaves or dies.
Every local administrator will get a training with personal
instructions online in order to be introduced in the system
and to be able to manage it. Comparing with the previous
system, a big difference consists in the fact that changes
can be introduced from different places, and not from only
one place. Of course, every single adaption will have to be
confirmed by the headquarters in Rome, before it will be
public and visible to the members.
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For our Society it is very important to have a good data base. It facilitates the possibilities to communicate, finding the contacts in an easy way. It tells us about the personal situation of the confreres at present: where we
live, at which stage of religious life we are, which position we have and what kind of service we do and even how
old we are. It provides the information of our Society in general: how many members we are, the average age
and over the years we can see in which direction our Society goes: are we aging? Are we growing or shrinking?
Are there demographic changes? Comparing some years, this instrument will help us to know better our own
history, which is a condition to understand the present and to plan the future.
For the time being, a new pdf-version of the catalogue has been published on the sds.org website, which can be
consulted by the members in the members’ section. As soon as all the local administrators will be trained, the
database can be consulted by all members.
The Generalate thanks all the confreres, the staff members and especially Ms. Adelia Primerano, who have
been involved in this long process that hopefully will reflect in a realistic way our data and statistics.

CONVOCATION OF THE “YEAR OF BLESSED FRANCIS JORDAN”
On the Solemnity of the Annunciation, 25 March 2021,
the leaderships of the three branches of the Salvatorian Family, have convoked a year of thanksgiving for
Blessed Francis Jordan starting on 21 July 2021 and
lasting until 21 July 2022.
The leaders express in the convocation their wish that
this year might be a time of grace for Salvatorians of all
ages, states of life and cultures. They invite the members to be united in a diversity of initiatives that will lead
all Salvatorians to deepen their precious apostolic vocation, strengthen the ties of indispensable collaboration,
and revitalize the humble but firm missionary service
Salvatorians are performing in the Church. The letter is
a call to celebrate this special year with joy and depth,
as spiritual daughters and sons of Fr. Francis Jordan,
being creative and taking bold initiatives to the beat of
the different concrete and culturally rich and diverse
realities.
The letter expresses the deep wish that all members open up to the maximum, to organize a common programme as the Salvatorian Family, aware that in this way the founding inspiration of Fr. Francis Jordan will be
honoured. To best achieve this end, the “Joint International Commission of Identity and Salvatorian Mission” was
commissioned to help the entire Salvatorian Family to celebrate with renewed and creative synergy among all,
providing the necessary materials. These will be made available in different languages on the international webpages of the three branches. All members are invited to send resources that have been produced in their units
and they want to share so that they are available to the entire Salvatorian Family.
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Blessed Saint Joseph,
Patron of our Society
Blessed Saint Joseph, venerated by Francis Jordan and patron of our Society,
intercede with God for us at this important moment in our history,
so that we are able to interpret the charism and further our mission.
Blessed Saint Joseph, beloved father of the Saviour,
give us the ability to reflect the paternal face of the one true God,
helping us to be sons and daughters of his Divine Providence, as true apostles of fraternity.
Blessed Saint Joseph, father in tenderness and with a pure heart,
help us to understand the Salvatorian vocation
as a call to be living witnesses of Jesus Christ your son,
in gestures, words and silences full of meaning.
Blessed Saint Joseph, father in obedience,
teach us to be fully attentive, as was Francis Jordan,
to listen and respond to the designs of God the Father,
with total availability, even though we often do not understand them.
Blessed Saint Joseph, father in welcoming,
help us to live freely the Salvatorian mission,
without setting preconditions for serving others,
in serene abandonment and total openness to the voice of the Spirit who guides us.
Blessed Saint Joseph, father of creative courage,
inspire us, so that, like Francis Jordan, we may be inflamed
with a love that leads us to find solutions to any difficulty,
in constant discernment and prayer, without excuses and even until the cross.
Blessed Saint Joseph, hardworking father,
help us to cultivate in ourselves the tireless spirit of Francis Jordan,
not settling into what is known
and not losing enthusiasm, creativity and the joy of evangelizing.
Blessed Saint Joseph, father who stayed in the shadow,
teach us to walk imbued with a spirit
similar to the one that moved Francis Jordan to be leaven,
so that, from inside, it may transform us
and help us to manifest God anonymously to others.
Fr. Milton Zonta SDS
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Projects SOFIA
RESULTS SOFIA IN THE YEAR 2020

Looking at the list of projects and the amounts raised, one can say that our Salvatorian fundraising office, known
as “SOFIA” had a good year. At least financially, our projects fared well. Of course, more is always possible
and more would be needed to meet all the pressing needs the Society is facing in its missionary apostolates
and projects. However, in this area SOFIA feels strongly its limitations.
The first thing is that SOFIA depends on salaried officers: out of 3.5 full time equivalents, two are fully salaried by the
Society. This is a big investment, which SOFIA is able to shoulder by an annual grant from the Society’s Solidarity
Fund. Looking at the amount given (90.000 euro) and the total raised (1.296.905 euro), one can justly state that the
Society’s investment yielded 14.4 times its value in favour of the people our missionaries are working for and with!
Secondly, we lack units that are able to create and maintain a local SOFIA office. The previous and present
General Mission Secretary have been insisting on this, trying to implement the respective decisions of at least
the last two General Chapters. It is very clear that in units where a local SOFIA office is active, more grants for
projects are found and more projects are developed. In this very moment, only three local offices are functioning: SOFIA-Congo, SOFIA-India and SOFIA-Venezuela, locally known as Tejiendo Redes.
Thirdly, the Society lacks members that are able to think “project”-wise. In units with one or two members, who
are able to handle projects well, SOFIA does succeed to raise more funds. The Society has many dedicated
members, there is no doubt. And lots of good work is being performed in a variety of apostolic fields. However,
in order to obtain financial assistance to develop certain apostolates, we have to move on a highly competitive market. At least some of our confreres have to know the ins and outs of fundraising. We definitely need
to strengthen our management, our accountability systems and our evaluation of projects. The ordinary study
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of philosophy and theology is not enough anymore to become the director of a school or a dispensary, where
we have to manage bookkeeping, human resources, planning, monitoring etc. All the mentioned aspects have a
certain technicality about them, which the confreres involved need to master increasingly.

Looking at the list of projects and the grants received, the following needs to be kept in mind:
•

Some projects did receive even more funds, but they fall outside of the booking year 2020. The amounts
listed, concern only those received in 2020.

•

The list shows the total raised by our three European SOFIA offices: Global in Rome, Fondazione in Italy,
and Swiss in Switzerland. Those numbers are combined, because in the end, in the three offices the same
personnel is active, using the same project applications, which are established by SOFIA Global.

•

All of the amounts listed are funds from outside of the Society and all are restricted grants. That means
they are given for a concrete purpose. It is not SOFIA’s decision to channel these funds to a project, but the
decision and the will of the donor. The principle of Canon Law, that the “will of the donor” must be honoured
at all times has to be respected.

•

Apart from the Society’s help for its functioning, SOFIA does not have funds from its own. Members must
realize that SOFIA can only send them funds, which it received from donors or funding entities. Sometimes
there is a good apostolate, but if it does not receive funds, it simply means that SOFIA did not find any
funder, willing to support it. A project not receiving funding does not constitute a moral opinion.

•

SOFIA lends a helping hand to two non-salvatorian entities. The Archdiocese of Guwahati has several
individual donors in Switzerland, for which SOFIA Swiss is the channel, through which the donations reach
their destination. The Apostles of Jesus’ Aids Ministries is an apostolate that attracts easily donors: it provokes even more support for its side-programmes. Since our Society does not have any apostolate in this
area, it is not in competition with us. On the contrary, the project attracts funders who otherwise would
not donate to us.

SOFIA continues to engage for the projects and apostolates of our worldwide Society, knowing that behind the
papers, numbers, forms and office work stand concrete people, who benefit spiritually and materially from the
work of our members. On behalf of the Society, the Generalate expresses its gratitude for what SOFIA is doing
for our missionaries, and the people whom they are serving!
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Project Grants Received - 2020
SOFIA Global + Fondazione + Swiss
Not specific to one country
Mass Intentions in Support for
Pastoral Work
Budget Support
Support for SOFIA Overhead
Costs
Fundraising Workshop for
Mission Projects
Set-up Financial Management
System

Mexico
Xoxocotla

€
28 150

pastoral

13 437

pastoral
organizational
development
organizational
development
organizational
development
organizational
development
organizational
development

21 127
20 400
20 000

Furbish SOFIA Meeting Room

1 264

Monitoring and Evaluation of
Projects

5 100

Contribution for Vehicle

12 000

Democratic Republic of the Congo
Kapanga, Ntita
Childbirth Sponsorships

70

pastoral
health

Kapanga, Ntita

Water Project with ELKAP

9 244

rural development

Lubumbashi,
Bel-Air

Prevention Covid-19

5 816

health

Lubumbashi,
Bel-Air

Extension Wokovu Technical
School

Sandoa

Water Well

5 547

rural development

Teacher's Quarters for Divine
Saviour School

4 079

education

6 950

pastoral

India
Laitkynsew
Laitkynsew
Guwahati

Support Parish Work
Support Educational Projects
Archdiocese

99 000

education

31 294

education

Kenya
Eldoret, Osorongai

Construction Secondary School
Phase 1

90 500

education

Eldoret, Osorongai

Support Primary School

22 382

education

5 400

education

5 800

health

151 225

health

Eldoret, Osorongai
Eldoret, Osorongai
Kajiado County
Kajiado County
Kajiado County
Kajiado County

Books and Computers Primary
School
Water Well
AJAM - Apostles of Jesus Aids
Ministries
Education Maasai Girls with
AJAM
Emergency Help Flooding with
AJAM
St. Egidio DREAM Project with
AJAM

16 920

education

10 718

emergency

11 653

health

Kajiado County

Innovative Grant Safeguarding
with AJAM

10 000

organizational
development

Kajiado County

Prevention Covid-19 with AJAM

20 632

health

Repair Formation House
New Manila

20 000

pastoral

Philippines
Manila
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Tanzania

Mangaka

JUCo Construction One Stop
Help Centre for Abused Children
JUCo Budget Support
JUCo ICT Department and
Modernization
JUCo Francis Jordan Fund for
Bursaries
Extension Kindergarten

Mozambique
Chókwè

Repair Catechetical Centre

Morogoro
Morogoro
Morogoro
Morogoro

Colombia

135 000

health

100 000

education

34 720

education

3 000

education

7 000

education

7 078

pastoral

8 660

health

Bogotá

Prevention Covid-19
with Solidarité
Repair Youth Centre

Sri Lanka
Jaffna

Repair SDS Formation House

Suriname
Paramaribo

Extension Pastoral Centre

19 028

pastoral

Vietnam
Ben Cat

Construction SDS House

49 335

pastoral

Cameroon
Ndikinimeki

Water Well

12 200

health

Medellín

Poland
Cracow
Venezuela
Caracas, Catia
Caracas, Catia
Caracas, Catia
Caracas, Catia
Caracas, Catia
Caracas, Catia

Construction Spiritual Formation
Centre
Support Home for Street
Children
School Meals
Financial Support Poor Families
Support Francis Jordan Health
Centre
Arts + Sports Courses Inclusion
Programme
Support Parish Lomas

TOTAL

DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS PER CONTINENT
Africa
Asia
Latin
America
Europe
General

28 167

education

9 700

education

160 000

pastoral

24 880

education

1 848
7 581

emergency help
education

30 000

health

5 000

education

5 000

pastoral

1 296 905

€

%

763 835
121 358

60
9

142 164

11

160 000
96 152

12
8
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The Cross is your life
The Cross is your Salvation
Fr. Francis Jordan

Blessed Easter

The Motherhouse Community
Rome
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